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HSUHK New Student Orientation 2020
New Student Orientation was held on 21 August 2020 and 1 September 2020 for senior-year and year-1 new students 
respectively in an online format due to the pandemic.  With the theme "Leap to Lead", students were encouraged to move 
forward and make change even amid the unprecedented situation and to develop their potential in HSUHK.  Over 2,300 
participants, including new students, senior-year students, as well as academic and administrative staff were involved in 
the activity, and around 1,700 new students took part in different sessions and received important information to kick-start 
their campus life at HSUHK.

Honours Academy
Aiming to cultivate future leaders with academic excellence, global vision, and civic leadership, the pioneering Honours 
Academy (HA) was established in 2019-20.  Admitted HA students will go through a three-year journey of extra focused 
training which is innovatively and flexibly designed and will experience a unique undergraduate life.

The University Management delivering blessing and hope to new students.

HA students participating in the Leadership Training Day.
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HA Professional Fellows showing 
support at the First Cohort 
Inauguration Ceremony.

First-cohort HA Students
“I am so grateful to the Honours Academy for the wide range of opportunities 
provided for us.  For example, one of our Professional Fellows and my mentor, Mr Lam 
Woon Kwong, gave me a quick review of government operations.  His insights paved 
the way for my two-month summer internship in the prosecution division at the 
Department of Justice, the HKSAR Government, where I gained practical knowledge 
about statutory regulations and legal procedures.  Moreover, I am pleased to have 
the opportunity to share my career planning experience with HKDSE students during 
the HSUHK admissions talk.  This sharing of my humble views is the most meaningful 
accomplishment I have achieved in my bachelor’s degree study.”

“I still vividly remember joining one of the HA seminars which was a soft meal-
preparation workshop at the Project Futurus, a social enterprise caring for the 
aging population and ageism in Hong Kong.  Being much convinced by their 
vision, I was eager to be a part of this great mission.  As my summer internship, 
I was fortunate enough to join this passionate team where I could (literally!) get 
my hands dirty, all for a meaningful cause.  I am so grateful that I have learned 
a lot about the issues of aging and dysphagia.  The supportive team there not 
only entrusted me with important responsibilities but also encouraged me 
to express my views freely.  All in all, I would like to thank the Project Futurus, 
and the Honours Academy for this rewarding and fruitful social engagement 
experience.” 

In the year under review, the HA First Cohort Inauguration Ceremony was held on 9 October 2020, attended by the first-
cohort HA students, HA Board members, Professional Fellows comprised of prestigious community leaders, and Academic 
Fellows.  Throughout the year, HA students participated in an array of training programmes and activities, including the 
Professional Fellow Talk Series featuring Mr Lam Woon Kwong, Mr Benjamin Tang Kwok Bun and Mr Clement Cheung Wan 
Ching as guest speakers from February to March 2021, the visit to Crown Worldwide Group’s Warehouse, etc., to equip 
themselves as leaders initiating positive social changes.

Tom, Tang Ka Ho (BMSIM)

Christy, Ng Sze Wing (BBA-FB)
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